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Abstract—In a Cognitive Radio (CR) framework, the channel
state information (CSI) feedback to the secondary transmitter
(SU Tx) can be limited or unavailable. Thus, the statistical model
is adopted in order to determine the system performance using
the outage concept. In this paper, we adopt a new approach using
multi-layer-coding (MLC) strategy, i.e., broadcast approach,
to enhance spectrum sharing over fading channels. First, we
consider a scenario where the secondary transmitter has no
CSI of both the link between SU Tx and the primary receiver
(cross-link) and its own link. We show that using MLC improves
the cognitive rate compared to the rate provided by a single-
layer-coding (SLC). In addition, we observe numerically that
2-Layer coding achieves most of the gain for Rayleigh fading.
Second, we analyze a scenario where SUTx is provided by
partial CSI about its link through quantized CSI. We compute its
achievable rate adopting the MLC and highlight the improvement
over SLC. Finally, we study the case in which the cross-link is
perfect, i.e., a cooperative primary user setting, and compare
the performance with the previous cases. We present asymptotic
analysis at high power regime and show that the cooperation
enhances considerably the cognitive rate at high values of the
secondary power budget.

Index Terms—Cognitive radio, broadcast approach, achievable
rate, quantized CSI, fading channels.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The Cognitive radio (CR) is a promising concept that aims
to overcome the spectrum scarcity issue [2] in order to cope
with the evolution of wireless communications towards next
generation, e.g. 5G [3]. This concept is based on including an
unlicensed/secondary user (SU) that shares the spectrum of
a licensed/primary user (PU) without affecting the primary
communication. One of the CR strategies is the underlay
CR [4], where the PU tolerates a simultaneous secondary
communication subject to an interference threshold, the SU
must adapt its power so that the caused interference is below
this threshold. In this setting, the knowledge of the SU-PU
channel state information (CSI) is crucial in order to protect
the primary communication conveniently [5]. In the same time,
the CSI of the secondary is also important to efficiently exploit
spectrum sharing and to maximize the cognitive rate.

Part of this work has been accepted for presentation at the 2013 Global
Communications Conference (Globecom’2013), Atlanta, GA, USA [1].
Copyright c© 2015 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However,
permission to use this material for any other purposes must be obtained from
the IEEE by sending a request to pubs-permissions@ieee.org.

However, assuming perfect CSI is based on the fact that the
coherence time of the fading channel spans many coherence
blocks so that the channel can be estimated at the receiver side
with minimal overhead used in the pilot [6]. If in addition,
no delay constraint is imposed and communications happens
over many fading channel coherence blocks, the maximum
achievable rate that can be obtained is the ergodic capacity.
In this case, it is well-known that the optimal coding strategy
consists of using a fixed-power fixed-rate Gaussian codebook
where each codeword is scaled by the total available power
constraint. In the case where perfect CSI at the transmitter
is available, the optimal coding strategy consists of using
either a multiplexed multiple codebook scheme [7] or a simple
constant-rate constant-power Gaussian codebook where the
code symbols are scaled dynamically by the appropriate power
allocation function before transmission [8]. However, when a
delay constraint is to be respected, the notion of capacity-
versus-outage is more appropriate and without perfect CSI
at the transmitter. The capacity in the Shannon sense is
equal to zero since no matter how small the rate we are
communicating at, there is no guarantee that this rate can be
conveyed reliably to the receiver [9], [10]. For most cases,
CSI at the transmitter gives an advantage only through power
control. While this advantage is generally not significant under
a short term power constraint, it is remarkably considerable
under long term power constraint, see e.g., [11]–[15] and
references therein. Therefore, we focus on communication
scenarios where the transmitter is either only aware of the
statistics of the fading channel or is provided with a quantized
version of the actual channel gain through an error-free low-
rate feedback link [16]. As the feedback link is of low rate,
one can reasonably justify the error-free assumption of the
feedback. The multi-layer coding (MLC) for a compound
channel using the broadcast approach (BA) has been first
introduced by Cover [17]. This approach facilitates to deliver
information rates which depend on the actual realization of
the channel and without the transmitter being aware of which
state the channel is. The BA has been pursued in the case
of flat-fading Gaussian channel with no fading dynamics, i.e.,
the quasi-static channel model, in [18]. The quantized CSI
mechanism is described as follows: the continuous channel
gain is subdivided into a finite number of channel regions and
the feedback, [16], from the receiver indicates in which region
the actual channel is, this concept helps in dealing with the
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channel as parallel broadcast channels [19], [20]. Adopting
MLC in CR is expected to enhance the achievable rate when
the CSI is either not available or limited through quantized
knowledge. In fact, in [19], the authors have studied a point
to point scheme and have shown that MLC enhancement of
the rate becomes limited when the quantized CSI feedback
rate is high. From another side, the cooperation of the PU was
studied in [21]–[23], where the authors adopted a cooperative
ZF beamforming in a multiuser multiple-input single-output
(MISO) scenario and showed that the system performances
depend on the CSI feedback.

In this paper, we study the achievable rate of a spectrum
sharing setting using a broadcast approach. We examine the
impact of various CSI assumptions at the secondary transmitter
on the achievable rate. We argue that this scenario has not
yet been given full consideration in existing state of the art.
Our purpose is to maximize the cognitive achievable rate and
understand how the MLC would perform in CR context when
the CSI is not available or limited. This scenario corresponds
to a more realistic situation where the secondary link can be
estimated up to certain accuracy and where the primary user
(PU) receiver tolerates some interference from the secondary
user (SU) (most probably to get some rewards). We, then,
present the interpretation of single-user MLC e.g., [24], [25]
and we focus on the eventual improvement on the achievable
rate gained compared to the throughput provided by single
layer coding (SLC). In addition we study the secondary rate
when quantized CSI feedback is provided and a BA is adopted.
Our objective is to go further and analyze the MLC effect
in a CR setting where an additional interference temperature
constraint is considered to protect the PU. We believe that
such study is relevant to CR especially when the interference
constraint affects the rate at high power budget as shown
in [26]. In addition, we evaluate the validity of MLC with
cross link CSI availability (through primary cooperation) and
assess whether MLC is beneficial or not to the SU [27]. The
main contributions of this work consist of

• Computing the cognitive rate using 2-layer coding and
MLC and highlighting its eventual improvement com-
pared to outage capacity.

• Determining the effect of quantized CSI feedback and
MLC coding on cognitive rate.

• Developing heuristic algorithms to solve non-convex op-
timization problems describing the cognitive rate with
MLC and quantized CSI.

• Analyzing the impact of PU cooperation on the cognitive
rate when MLC is adopted.

• Presenting an asymptotic analysis of the cognitive rate at
high power regime.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the system model is presented. In Section III, we compute
the cognitive average throughput using MLC and assuming
statistical CSI of both the secondary link and the cross link.
Section IV highlights the effect of the cross link CSI on the
secondary rate and presents results where only quantized cross
link CSI is available at the secondary transmitter. Asymptotic
analysis is presented in Section VI. Numerical results and their
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Figure 1: (a) A spectrum sharing channel model (b)
Equivalent model adopting the broadcast approach.

interpretations are presented in Section VII. Finally, the paper
is concluded in Section VIII.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES

A. System Model

We consider a spectrum sharing communication scenario
as depicted in Fig.1(a), where a secondary user transmitter
(SU Tx) is communicating with a secondary user receiver
(SU Rx), under certain constraints that will be defined later,
through a licensed bandwidth occupied by a primary user
(PU). The signal received at the SU is given by:

ys(i) = hs x(i) + ns(i), (1)

wherei is the discrete-time index,i = 1, . . . , T, whereT is the
coherence time assumed here equal to the symbol block length,
for simplicity; the symbolx(i) represents the channel input,hs

is the complex channel gain, andns(i) is a circularly symmet-
ric complex Gaussian noise with zero mean and unit variance,
i.e.,CN (0, 1) and is independent ofhs. The modulus squared
channel gains|hs|2, |hp|2 and |hpp|2 are assumed to have
continuous probability distribution function (PDF)’s denoted
fhs

(hs), fhp
(hp) and fhpp

(hpp), respectively. We consider a
short term power constraint,PST (excluding power adaptation
over different transmission blocks). The channel model (1)
is also known as the quasi-static flat fading channel model
suitable for delay-constrained communications. The SUTx is
ignorant about the instantaneous CSI of the SU link (CSI-SL),
hs. However, it is provided its statistics throughfhs

(hs). For
the CSI of the cross link (CSI-CL), we analyze two scenarios:
non-cooperative and cooperative. In non-cooperative scenario,
the PU does not provide any feedback about the CSI-CL to
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the SU Tx. Thus, the interference/cognitive constraint on the
SU power is statistical. In the cooperative scenario, the PU is
willing to share the CSI-CL with the SUTx and the cognitive
constraint becomes instantaneous and the transmit power can
be adapted with the instantaneous channel gainhp. Without
cognitive constraint, the classical coding strategy consists of
a single-codebook, on-off power transmission scheme. This
is known as the outage approach (OA) (also called outage
capacity) or SLC [28]. Comes the cognitive constraint (either
statistical or on the average), several authors have adopted
such an approach with proper adaptation to CR settings,
e.g., [10], [29]. To the best of our knowledge, performance of
MLC in CR settings has not been evaluated previously which
constitutes the main motivation of this paper.

B. Preliminary

In this preliminary, we briefly describe MLC in fading
channels, more details can be found in [18]. An equivalent
broadcast channel of the secondary link is illustrated in
Fig.1(b). During each channel realizationhs, the transmitter
sends infinite/finite number of layers of coded information.
The receiver is regarded as continuum of ordered users, each
decoding a code layer if the channel realization allows it. The
ordering here is guaranteed by the nature of the Gaussian
broadcast channel. Each of the users has to decode a fractional
rate, dR, which is not equal for different users and rather
depends on the user index. The first user (the weakest of all
users or equivalently the one supporting the lowest data rate)
decodes only its owndR, the second user, since supporting
higher data rate, decodes first the information intended to the
first user, cancels it out and then decodes its owndR. The
third user begins by decoding data information designated to
users 1 and 2, and then decodes its own data ratedR, and
so on so forth until userj. The broadcast strategy relies on
this fact and assumes that there is an infinite/finite number of
ordered receivers. In the model (1), each realization ofhs, is
associated to an achievable rate and we are interested in the
average achievable rate for various independent transmission
blocks. Obviously, if perfect CSI is available at the transmitter,
the expected rate over many transmission blocks and under a
short term power constraintE

x

[

|x|2
]

≤ PST , is given by:

Cerg = E
γs

[log (1 + PST γs)], (2)

where γs = |hs|2. Since the actual channel realization is

h
(j)
s , then any rate slightly higher thanlog

(

1 + PST γ
(j)
s

)

cannot be decoded reliably and thus usersj + 1, j + 2,...
achieve nothing. Hence, the total achievable rate for channel
realizationh(j) is the integral ofdR over all users up toj.
While the number of code layers depends on the cardinality of
the fading power random variableγs, a practical finite number
of code layers may be used to tradeoff performance versus
encoding/decoding complexity.

III. N ON-COOPERATIVE MLC WITH NO CSI-SL

This setting describes a spectrum sharing communication
where, in the absence of a potential incentive and/or a cooper-
ation protocol, the PU is not willing to feed back the channel

gainhp to the SU Tx. It is clear that in the absence of the cross
link CSI, the SUTx is unable to protect fully the primary
receiver (PURx) against interference. Instead, the SU relies
on the statistics ofhp to establish a reliable communication
without prejudicing the PU [30]. That is, the probability that
the interference power at the PU be above a given positive
threshold should be kept as small as possible, i.e.,

Prob{P γp ≥ Qpeak} ≤ ε, (3)

whereP is the transmit power at the SUTx, γp = |hp|2,
Qpeak is the interference level tolerated by the PURx and
ε > 0 is a threshold that may be regarded as the percentage of
time that the SU is allowed to exceedQpeak. Constraint (3)
aims at reducing the instantaneous interference power at the
PU Rx for a given secondary link channel realizationhp. We
could have set (3) more reliably as a constraint on the Signal to
Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) at the PURx, however
this requires the knowledge of both the power at the primary
transmitter (PUTx) and the statistics of the primary linkhpp.
Note that (3) is equivalent to:

P ≤ Ppeak, (4)

wherePpeak =
Qpeak

F
−1
hp

(1−ε)
andF−1

hp
(·) is the inverse cumula-

tive distribution function (CDF) of|hp|2. Constraint (4) can
be interpreted as a peak transmit-power constraint dictated by
the interference constraint of the PURx. Meanwhile, the short
term power constraint is written as

P ≤ PST (5)

Consequently, (4) and (5) can be written as

P ≤ min (PST , Ppeak)
∆
= IP0. (6)

For the CSI-SL, we consider 2 cases; a case in which the
SU is unable to estimate its channel and a case when it is
provided a limited/quantized feedback from the SURx. Note
that in the regime wherePST > Ppeak, we haveP ∗ = Ppeak.
Consequently, the SU has to use a powerP that does not
exceedPpeak to avoid power waste with no rate gain. When
no CSI is available, the SUTx try to apply a MLC in order
to increase its rate. We first present an extreme case of infinite
layer coding. Then, we study a special finite layer coding with
2 layers.

A. Infinite Layer Coding

For a continuous fading power, the total achievable rate for
a fading realizationγs = |hs|

2 is the integration over all the
fractional achievable rates of all fictive users with successful
layer decoding:

R(γs) =

∫

0

γs u ρ(u)

1 + u I(u)
du, (7)

whereu ρ(u) du is the receive power of a layer parameterized
by u and intended to the user indexed by the channel gain
poweru; andI(u) is the interference induced by information
data intended to users indexed by channel gain powersv > u.
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The later data streams cannot be decoded reliably and thus
constitute an additional interference noise

I(γs) =

∫

γs

∞
ρ(u) du. (8)

In particular, the total available power at the transmitter is
given by:

PST =

∫

0

∞
ρ(u) du. (9)

Therefore, the maximum average rate achieved by this broad-
cast approach over many transmission blocks,Rba, is given
by: Rba =

∫

0

∞
R(u) fhs

(u) du. Maximizing the average rate

over all transmit power strategies is formulated as follows:

Rmax
ba = max

I(u)

∫

0

∞
R(u) fhs

(u) du, (10)

This optimization problem has been solved in [18], where it
is found that the optimalI(u) is given by:

I(u) =

{

1−Fhs (u)−u fhs (u)
u2 fhs (u)

if u0 ≤ u ≤ u1

0 else,
(11)

whereFhs
(u) is CDF of the fading power; and whereu0 is

determined byI(u0) = P andu1 by I(u1) = 0. From (11),
the optimal transmit power distributionρ(γs) can be derived
using (8).

Therefore, the achievable rate using the BA holds withPST

substituted byIP0. Even in CR settings, the BA outperforms
the standard OA in terms of average achievable rate. Recall
that the OA consists of transmitting at a fixed rate and when-
ever the channel power is above a certain threshold, successful
decoding is possible, otherwise, an outage is declared. Clearly,
the OA’s average rate corresponds to the optimization (10) over
a restrained subspace of transmit power policies defined by:
ρ(γs) = P δ(γs − γth), whereγth is a threshold defining the
outage event and whereδ(·) is the Dirac delta function.

Note that for real systems infinite layer coding can be costly
in terms of processing. Hence, we analyze, next, a simpler
MLC with only 2 layers.

B. 2-Layer Coding

Although the BA is formally described with infinite code-
layers for fading with continuous power gains, the perfor-
mance of few code-layers (e.g 2 layers) is very close to the
optimal performance [19], [31]. To this end, we study the case
of 2-layer coding. The SUTx sends a superposition of two
codewords defined by two rates;R1 and R2 corresponding
to the channelsγ1 and γ2 (γ1 ≤ γ2), respectively. In this
design,γ1 andγ2 are the reconstruction channels above which
the signal is no more decodable. Each rate is rewarded by
the probability that the actual channel gain is higher thanγi,
i = 1, 2, and the total rate is, hence, written as

Rs,L=2 = [1− Fhs
(γ1)] log

(

1 +
γ1P1

1 + γ1P2

)

+

[1− Fhs
(γ2)] log (1 + γ2P2) .

(12)

whereP1 andP2 are the powers allocated to each layer. By
adopting a short term power and statistical interference con-
straints, these powers are subject to the following inequalities

P1 + P2 ≤ PST , (13)

Prob{(P1 + P2)γp ≥ Qpeak} ≤ ε. (14)

Recall that (13) and (14) can be reduced, as in (6), to:

P1 + P2 ≤ IP0, (15)

In order to find the problem solution, i.e optimal gains and
powers that maximizes the rate (12), we define the following
optimization problem:

max
γ1,γ2,P1,P2

Rs,L=2, (16)

subject to P1 + P2 ≤ IP0. (17)

The solution of this problem cannot be determined using direct
analytical optimization methods due to the non-convexity of
the objective function and the dependency between all the
parameters. Therefore, we proceed by a heuristic iterative
algorithm that exploits the parallel broadcast channels results
in [20]. A first step is to initialize the parameters with given
values. Then, we use the classical Lagrangian method to find
the optimal reconstruction channelsγ1 and γ2. Recall that
the Lagrangian function of the optimization problem (16) is
defined by

L = Rs,L=2 − λ(P1 + P2 − IP0). (18)

For given γ1 and γ2, the above optimization problem is
equivalent to assigning powers to users in a fading broadcast
channel where the probability of success of each layer is the
reward assigned to each user [32]. We compute the partial
derivatives ofL with respect toγ1 andγ2 and determine their
roots, respectively. Their general expressions are given by:

∂L

∂γ1
= [1− Fhs

(γ1)]
P1

(1 + γ1P2) (1 + γ1(P1 + P2)P2)

− fhs
(γ1) log

(

1 +
γ1P1

1 + γ1P2

)

(19)

∂L

∂γ2
= [1− Fhs

(γ2)]
P2

1 + γ2P1

− fhs
(γ2) log (1 + γ2P2) (20)

Note that depending on the fading distribution,∂L
∂γi

is easily
expressed and determiningγ1 and γ2 is performed using a
simple root-finding algorithm. The second step is to find the
optimal power valuesP1 and P2 given the new obtained
values ofγ1 andγ2. In the literature, i.e., [19], [32], similar
optimization problems have been studied where the optimal
power is determined with a method based on the water-filling
power allocation. In fact, this optimization problem can be
seen as allocating the total powerIP0 for a two-user Gaussian
broadcast channel. In order to determine the optimal power
allocation, we first define the index functionJ(x) as

J(x) = argmax
i

1− Fhs
(γi)

1
γi
− x

− λ, for x ∈ [0, IP0], (21)
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whereλ is the Lagrangian multiplier associated to the con-
straint (17). note that,λ is a constant∀i and is computed
such as

λ = max
i

1− Fhs
(γi)

1
γi
− IP0

. (22)

For a given useri, the length of the set ofx such thatJ(x) = i

represent the fraction of the total powerIP0 allocated to this
user as shown in [32]. Consequently the optimal power for
each user is given by

P ∗
i = {x such asJ(x) = i}, for i = 1, 2. (23)

OnceP1 andP2 are computed using (23) we fix these values
and compute the values ofγ1 and γ2, using (19) and (20),
in a new iteration until we reach the convergence of the rate
(seeAlgorithm 1 ). Where ǫ0 > 0 determines the stopping

Algorithm 1 2-Layer Coding with no CSI

Initialize by starting points:P (0)
1 , P

(0)
2 ;

i = 0
repeat

computeγ(i+1)
1 such as∂L

∂γ1
|
γ1=γ

(i+1)
1

= 0;

computeγ(i+1)
2 such as∂L

∂γ2
|
γ2=γ

(i+1)
2

= 0;

Computeλ(i+1) using (22)
computeP (i+1)

1 andP (i+1)
2 according to (23) with the

updatedγ(i+1)
1 andγ(i+1)

2 ;
i← i+ 1

until convergence (|R(i+1)
s,L=2 −R

(i)
s,L=2| < ǫ0).

R∗
s,L=2 = Rs,L=2(γ

(i)
1 , γ

(i)
2 , P

(i)
1 , P

(i)
2 ).

criteria of the algorithm. Note that the number of operations
is linearly increasing with respect to the number of layers.
Consequently, the complexity of our algorithms is also linear
with the number of layers.

So far, we have assumed that the transmitter is not aware of
the actual channel gainhs. Clearly, this represents a worst case
scenario that provides a lower bound on the average secondary
throughput. However, in most wireless systems, there exists a
feedback link from the receiver to the transmitter that may
be used to provide a quantized version of the actual CSI to
the transmitter [16]. Below, we study the impact of such a
feedback on the performance of MLC in CR networks.

IV. N ON-COOPERATIVE MLC WITH QUANTIZED CSI-SL

The quantized feedback means that the SUTx receives,
from the SURx, the information that the actual channel
realization is in a certain region among a set ofK predefined
regions. This information requires a feedback link of rate
⌈log2(K)⌉ bits per channel use. The relation between the
number of feedback bits (NFB) andK is K = 2NFB.
Assume now that the channel gain set is subdivided into
K regions [τi−1, τi] i = 1, · · · ,K, where τ0 = 0 and
τK = ∞, for convenience. The fading channels with perfect
CSI at the transmitter and at the receiver is generally well
modeled by parallel Gaussian channels, where each of these

channels represents a fading state [20]. With this approach, the
degradedness of the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
broadcast channel is exploited in order to increase the ex-
pected cognitive rate. Although in our setting, we do not
assume perfect CSI at the transmitter, SUTx looks at the
reconstruction pointγi as being the actual channel gain in the
region i, i = 1, . . . ,K. Meanwhile, the SURx performs a
successive decoding scheme based on the rate of the actual
channel gain. We first introduce the SLC with quantized CSI
under a cognitive constraint as a benchmark. Then, we analyze
the MLC with quantized CSI.

A. Single-Layer Coding

For a region of indexi, i = 1, . . . ,K, the SU Tx uses the
powerP to transmit the signal with a rateRi = log(1+γi P ),
whereγi is the reconstruction point of regioni. This strategy
provides SU a reward equal to the probability of success,
i.e., the probability thatγi ∈ [τi, τi+1]. Consequently, by
considering all the regions, the total expected rate of the SU,
with quantized CSI, is determined by solving the following
optimization problem

Rs,K = max
{P,τi,γi}

K
∑

i=1

[Fhs
(τi+1)− Fhs

(γi)] log (1 + γiP ) .

(24)

s.t. τi+1 ≥ γi ≥ τi, for i = 1, · · · ,K. (25)

P ≤ PST (26)

Prob{Pγp ≥ Qpeak} ≤ ε. (27)

To reduce the complexity of solving this problem, we deter-
mine the optimal values of some optimization variables. We
first start by finding the optimal powerP ∗. From (26) and (27)
we conclude thatP ∗ = IP0. Afterwards, the optimalτi’s that
maximizeRs,K are those which the probability of success
is the highest, i.e., everyτi should be the furthest fromγi.
Consequently, the optimalτi is the furthest fromγi−1 asFhs

(·)
is an increasing function. Hence, the optimalτ∗i is such that

τ∗i = γi for i = 1, · · · ,K. (28)

Adopting (28) leads to a simpler problem with reduced number
of variables. We, then, compute the Lagrangian of the problem
as follows

L = Rs,K , consideringP ∗ = IP0 andτ∗i = γi, (29)

which gives the following optimality condition, for
i = 1, · · · ,K;

γ∗
i+1 =

F−1
hs

(

Fhs
(γ∗

i ) + fhs
(γ∗

i )
1 + γ∗

i IP0

IP0
log

(

1 + γ∗
i IP0

1 + γ∗
i−1IP0

))

,

(30)

whereF−1
hs

(·) is the inverse CDF of|hs|2. The condition in
(30) are easy to solve sinceγi can be expressed in function
of γ1, for i = 2, · · · ,K. Finally, the rateRs,K is evaluated
using theγ∗

i ’s (30). Note that in order to reach the perfect CSI
rate, the number of quantized regions has to go to infinity for
fading with unbounded support.
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B. Multi-Layer Coding

In this setting, in addition to theK regions of channel gain,
the SU Tx transmits a superposition ofL codewords in each
region. For a region of indexi, i = 1, · · · ,K, the rate of the
codewordj, j = 1, · · · , L, corresponding to reconstruction
channel gainγij is given by

Rij = log

(

1 +
γijPij

1 + γij
∑L

k=j+1 Pik

)

. (31)

We assume that the set ofγij ’s is ordered such as
γi1 ≤ · · · ≤ γiL ∀i = 1, · · · ,K. Recall that if the actual
channelγs is such thatγs ≥ γij , then, the corresponding
codeword is decoded successfully. Hence, the total secondary
rate with MLC and quantized CSI is given by

Rs,K,L = max
{Pij ,τi,γij}

K
∑

i=1

L
∑

j=1

[Fhs
(τi+1)− Fhs

(γij)]×

log

(

1 +
γijPij

1 + γij
∑L

k=j+1 Pik

)

,

(32)

s.t. τi+1 ≥ γij , γi1 ≥ τi, γi(j+1) ≥ γij , (33)

Prob











L
∑

j=1

Pij



 γp ≥ Qpeak







≤ ε, (34)

L
∑

j=1

Pij ≤ PST , for i = 1, · · · ,K. (35)

Again, constraints (34) and (35) can be combined into a unique
peak constraint as follows:

L
∑

j=1

Pij ≤ IP0 = min (PST , Ppeak) . (36)

Note that, for the same reasons that have justified (28), the
optimal set ofτ∗i can be set as

τ∗i = γi1, for i = 1, · · · ,K. (37)

Similarly to the single layer problem in Section IV-A a set of
Karush Kuhn Tucker (KKT) optimality conditions are obtained
after computing the Lagrangian. The optimality conditions are
presented as follows; fori = 1, · · · ,K

γ∗
(i+1)1 = F−1

hs

(

Fhs
(γ∗

i1) + fhs
(γ∗

i1)×

(1 + γ∗
i1IP0)(1 + γ∗

i1(IP0 − Pi1))

Pi1

(

Ri1 −
L
∑

j=1

R(i−1)j

)

)

.

(38)

A similar problem was studied in [19] and the solution was
computed using an iterative algorithm (SeeAlgorithm 2 ). In
Algorithm 2, we begin by choosing a set ofγi1’ and power
Pij ’s as a starting point which givesK MLC sub-problems.
Then, for each regioni i = 1, · · · ,K we compute the
optimal set ofγij (1 < j ≤ L ) as in (30). The next step is
to fix the γij ’s and to compute the optimalPij ’s according to

(23). Finally, the optimality condition (38) is used to compute
the optimalγi1’s when theγij and thePij ’s are fixed. Then
we iterate until the maximum rateRs,K,L is obtained.

Algorithm 2 Multi-layer coding with quantized CSI

Initialize by starting points:γ(0)
ij , P

(0)
ij ;

k = 0
repeat

fix γ
(k)
i1 , P

(k)
ij and computeγ(k)

ij , 1 < j using (30);

fix γ
(k)
ij , ∀j and computeP (k+1)

ij using (23);

fix γ
(k)
i1 , 1 < j, P

(k+1)
ij and computeγ(k+1)

i1 using (38);
k ← k + 1

until convergence (|R(i+1)
s,K,L −R

(i)
s,K,L| < ǫ0).

R∗
s,K,L = Rs,K,L(γ

(k)
ij , P

(k)
ij ).

V. COOPERATIVE CR BROADCAST APPROACH

In cooperative CR, the PU is willing to cooperate with the
SU by providing the instantaneous CSI-CL [27]. The reason
of cooperation is that the PU can increase the probability of
transmission success by adopting the overlay CR strategy. In
other words, the PU can cooperate with the SU and benefits
from message relaying [33]. In our framework we focus on the
cooperation from the SU perspective and we analyze how the
BA scheme can improve the cognitive rate. In this scenario, the
SU Tx can fully protect the PU communication by limiting
the instantaneous interference at the primary receiver. This
interference constraint can be expressed as follows:

P γp ≤ Qpeak. (39)

We analyze the performance of this scheme similarly to the
non-cooperative case. We investigate the use of MLC on the
corresponding rate when the CSI-SL is either inexistent or
limited.

A. Cooperative MLC with No CSI-SL

In this setting, the SUTx can obtain instantaneous CSI-CL
form the PURx, via a feedback link, but is not able to obtain
CSI-SL due to the bad quality of its own channel, for instance.

1) Cooperative Infinite Layer Coding:When the SU adopts
an infinite layer coding to enhance its rate in presence of
the instantaneous CSI-CL, the corresponding power allocation
is similar to the non-cooperative case since the interference
constraint in (39) is a peak constraint and is similar to (4). In
fact, we can express (39) as

P ≤ P ′
peak(γp), (40)

whereP ′
peak(γp) =

Qpeak

γp
. Consequently, the resulting con-

straint of the power, considering both power and interference
constraints, is

P ≤ min
(

PST , P
′
peak(γp)

) ∆
= IP1 (41)

Then, we compute the corresponding rate usingIP1 instead
of IP0 as in III-A for a givenγp. The achievable rate is then
obtained by averaging over allγp realizations.
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2) Cooperative 2-Layer Coding:We study the 2-Layer
Coding since it is simpler to implement than the infinite layer
coding. The corresponding optimization problem is:

max
γ1,γ2,P1,P2

R
Coop
s,L=2, (42)

s.t. P1 + P2 ≤ PST , (43)

(P1 + P2)γp ≤ Qpeak. (44)

whereRCoop
s,L=2 is given in (12). The constraints (43) and (44)

can be written as a single constraint:

P1 + P2 ≤ IP1. (45)

Note that, this problem can be solved exactly as the problem
in (16) by substitutingIP0 by IP1 in Algorithm 1 for a given
γp. The achievable rate is then obtained by averaging over
many realizations ofγp.

B. Cooperative MLC with Quantized CSI-SL

After studying the cooperative scenario when the CSI-SL
is not available, we analyze the effect of quantized CSI-SL
feedback under MLC when the PU is cooperative. We, first,
start by the special case with single layer coding, SLC, then
we generalize to MLC.

1) Cooperative Single-Layer Coding:The corresponding
problem is given by:

R
Coop
s,K = max

{P, τi, γi}

K
∑

i=1

[Fhs
(τi+1)− Fhs

(γi)] log (1 + γiP ) .

(46)

s.t. τi+1 ≥ γi ≥ τi for i = 1, · · · ,K. (47)

P ≤ PST (48)

P γp ≤ Qpeak. (49)

The optimal reconstruction points are given similarly to the
non-cooperative SLC problem and given by (28).

τ∗i = γi for i = 1, · · · ,K. (50)

Then, the corresponding optimality conditions, for
i = 1, · · · ,K is given by:

γ∗
i+1 =F−1

hs

(

Fhs
(γ∗

i )+

fhs
(γ∗

i )
1 + γ∗

i IP1

IP1
log

(

1 + γ∗
i IP1

1 + γ∗
i−1IP1

)

)

.

(51)

The rateRcoop
s,K is optimally solved using theτ∗i ’s and theγ∗

i ’s
form (50) and (51), respectively.

2) Cooperative Multi-Layer Coding:The cooperative MLC
rate with quantized CSI given after solving the following

optimization problem

R
Coop
s,K,L = max

{τi, γij , Pij}

K
∑

i=1

L
∑

j=1

[Fhs
(τi+1)− Fhs

(γij)]×

log

(

1 +
γijPij

1 + γij
∑L

k=j+1 Pik

)

,

(52)

s.t. τi+1 ≥ γij , γi1 ≥ τi, γi(j+1) ≥ γij (53)

γp

L
∑

j=1

Pij ≥ Qpeak, (54)

L
∑

j=1

Pij ≤ PST for i = 1, · · · ,K. (55)

The optimal region bordersτ∗i ’s are again given as in (37) by

τ∗i = γi1 for i = 1, · · · ,K. (56)

Then, after computing the Lagrangian, the optimality condi-
tions, for i = 1, · · · ,K, give

Fhs

(

γ(i+1)1

)

= Fhs
(γi1) +

fhs
(γi1)

(1 + γi1IP1)(1 + γi1(IP1 − Pi1))

Pi1

(

Ri1 −
L
∑

j=1

R(i−1)j

)

.

(57)

Finally, we adoptAlgorithm 2 to compute the secondary
achievable rate based on (51), (23) and (57) instead of (30),
(23) and (38), respectively.

VI. A SYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS

We perform asymptotic analysis on the cognitive rate at
high power regime to understand the best gain that could be
achieved. The high power regime rate is defined aslim

PST→∞
Rs.

Note that, whenPST → ∞, the power constraint becomes
relaxed and does not affect the power allocation scheme.
Consequently, the optimal power becomes only constrained
by the interference constraint. Hence, our asymptotic study
involves solving the previous problems excluding the power
constraint.

A. Non-Cooperative MLC

In the non-cooperative MLC, when no power constraint
is adopted, the optimal power is such that the interference
constraint is fulfilled, i.e.,P ∗ = Ppeak in the no CSI-SL case
and

∑L
j=1 P

∗
ij = Ppeak in the quantized CSI-SL case. That is,

we let IP0 = Ppeak =
Qpeak

F
−1

|hp|2
(1−ε)

and we useAlgorithm 1

andAlgorithm 2 to determine the asymptotic secondary rate.

B. Cooperative MLC

In cooperative scenario, as justified in the non-cooperative
MLC we chooseIP1 = P ′

peak(γp) =
Qpeak

γp
and we compute

the different asymptotes using the algorithms. Note that even
if the asymptotes are determined by only removing the power
constraint, its computation complexity is equivalent to solving
the complete problem using the different algorithms once
Qpeak andǫ are fixed.
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Figure 2: Secondary user average achievable rate using the
broadcast approach, 2-layer coding and the standard outage

approach.

VII. N UMERICAL RESULTS

We apply the previous results to a normalized Rayleigh
fading channel, i.e.,fhs

(x) = fhp
(x) = e−x and

Fhs
(x) = Fhp

(x) = 1− e−x.
The maximum average achievable secondary rate, using infi-
nite layer coding with no cooperation, is given by [18]:

R
no coop
s,ba = Rmax

s,ba (γ0) = 2Ei (γ0)− 2Ei(1)− (e−γ0 − e−1),
(58)

where γ0 = 2
1+

√
1+4 IP0

and Ei(x) =
∫∞
x

e−t

t
dt is the

exponential integral function. In the case of cooperation, we
haveRcoop

s,ba = R(γ1) whereγ1 = 2
1+

√
1+4 IP1

. An evaluation
of the secondary achievable rate using the BA,Rmax

s,ba given by
(58) versusPST , is displayed in Fig. 2, forQpeak = 20 dB and
ε = 0.1. Also we show, in Fig. 2, the average achievable rate
using the standard OA, withRmax

s,out = e−γth log (1 + γth IP0),
whereγth is the outage threshold determined by solving the
equation(1 + γth PST ) log (1 + γth PST ) = PST .

From Fig. 2, we show that the BA outperforms the standard
OA in terms of average achievable rate, especially at high
SNR. This trends holds true for different values ofQpeak

andε with or without cooperation. Interestingly, even the less
complex 2-layer coding (L=2) outperforms the classical OA, as
shown in Fig. 2. This expected result affirms that adopting the
BA enhances the rate when no CSI is provided. In the cooper-
ative setting, we show that the knowledge of the CSI-CL does
not affect the secondary rate whenPST < Ppeak =

Qpeak

F
−1
hp

(1−ε)
.

Hence, the instantaneous CSI-CL is not needed in this regime.
However, ifPST > Ppeak, there is a remarkable gain in rate
that can achieve40% of the non-cooperation rate. Hence,
cooperation is very rewarding in this case for the SU. In
addition, in non-cooperative setting, there is no need that
PST exceedsPpeak as discussed previously since there is
no gain in the rate. However, in the cooperative setting,
whenPST > Ppeak the asymptotes are not reached even for
PST > 30 dB. We also show that whenPST increases, the
gap between the rate in the broadcast and outage increases
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Figure 3: Relative rate gain percentage as function ofε for
different values ofQpeak andPST = 20 dB.
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Figure 4: Achievable rate of the secondary user with
single-layer coding and quantized CSI versusPST , for

different number of feedback bits.

as well. The reason is that the effect of multi-layer coding
is more clear at high SNR as it was shown in the numerical
results (Fig. 2) of the reference [19].

Besides, in order to determine the effect ofQpeak and ε

on the rate gain when adopting the BA, we define a relative
gain percentage asRs,ba−Rs,out

Rs,out
× 100 presented in Fig.3 as

a function ofε for different values ofQpeak. We notice that
for low values ofε andQpeak, the rate gain is increasing in
a slow slope, whereas for high values ofε and low values of
Qpeak the slope is quite sharp, the later observation also holds
for low values ofε and high values ofQpeak.

In Fig.4 the non-cooperative and cooperative achievable
rates with SLC are presented as a function ofPST , with
Qpeak = 20 dB for different number of feedback bits:
NFB = 0, 1, 2, 3 (i.e. K = 1, 2, 4, 8). We note that with
quantized CSI feedback, the expected rate is enhanced but
when the number of feedback bits increases, the rate gain
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Figure 5: Secondary user rate loss percentage with quantized
CSI versus the number of quantized regionK.

becomes smaller as the perfect CSI rate (which is the upper
bound) is becoming closer. In order to gain an insight about the
convergence of the non-cooperative quantized CSI-SL rate, we
define the percentage of rate loss, related to the perfect CSI-SL
rateRperfectCSI , asRLoss =

RperfectCSI−Rs,ba

RperfectCSI
× 100. This

rate loss is presented as a function of the feedback bits number
K in the OA context in Fig.5. We notice that achieving90%
of the performance (which means a rate loss of10%) requires
a relatively high number of feedback bitsNFB > 3 bits
(K > 8). We, also, note that the value of the secondary power,
PST , affects the convergence since forPST = Ppeak, 90% of
the performance is achieved forK = 8 i.e., NFB = 3 bits
whereas forPST = −20 dB, K must be greater than 16
i.e., NFB > 4bits to achieve the target. The reason of fast
convergence whenPST is high is that, at high SNR regime,
the CSI knowledge is not needed to achieve the maximum rate
as shown in [26], [34]. In Fig.6, the secondary rate as function
of PST with the quantized CSI and MLC is presented with
and without cooperation in Fig.6(a) and Fig.6(b), respectively.
We note that when K increases, the gain of MLC decreases.
Hence, the availability of a quantized CSI at the transmitter
undermines the performance gain of the MLC. As shown in
Fig.6, there is no need for a MLC when K exceeds 4, since
both BA and OA perform quasi similarly in this case.

VIII. C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we have studied the achievable rate of the
secondary link in a cognitive radio (CR) spectrum sharing
scenario when a multi-layer coding (MLC) is adopted. First,
with no primary user cooperation, i.e., the cross link channel
is not provided, we use an infinite-layer coding, we have
highlighted the corresponding improvement on the expected
secondary rate when no CSI is available at the transmitter. We
have, also, shown numerically that a 2-layer coding achieves
most of this gain, for Rayleigh fading channels. Second,
we have considered a non-cooperative situation where the
secondary user transmitter is aware of a quantized version
of its actual CSI, and evaluated the average throughput.
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Figure 6: Average achievable rate by the secondary user
using quantized CSI and multi-layer coding.

We have shown that the secondary rate, with a single-layer
coding, is enhanced considerably even with few bits of CSI
feedback. Adopting a MLC in this context further improves the
throughput and the MLC outperforms again the OA for a given
number of feedback. However, as the number of feedback
bits increases, the relative improvement of the MLC becomes
limited which indicates that there exists a trade-off between
the number of layers used in the MLC and the number of
feedback bits available at the secondary transmitter in a CR
context. Moreover, we have noted that achieving the prefect
CSI secondary rate require a high number of feedback bits
even with MLC. Finally, we have shown that cooperation
enhances the secondary rate only when the power is higher
than a certain value that depends on the tolerated interference.
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